Mitigate data breach risks
with layered management
for your endpoints.
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Reinforce your data security foundations with a better
device management solution.
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Intuitive Device Management for Greater Security

INVENTORY
IT Admins are responsible for a huge percentage of an organization’s assets. To manage their fleet
effectively, FileWave provides key functionality in network discovery, reporting, and compliance to
enable success. Including powerful real-time reporting, Custom Fields, and license management,
FileWave makes inventory management simple.

PATENTED SELF-HEALING
Apply self-healing capabilities to your critical security layers, including anti-malware applications
and VPN clients. Automatically detect, repair, and reinstall missing or corrupted applications and
updates that have been removed or altered accidentally or maliciously.

TRACKING
With a simple click, FileWave Administrators can map the last known location, if available, of any
FileWave managed Mac, Windows, iOS, or Chromebook device, or group of devices, using our
Location Tracking feature.

REMOTE WIPE
Remotely wiping a device’s memory is the last resort in the case of a lost or stolen device. FileWave’s
automated tools enable you to remotely wipe a device to protect personal or proprietary information
from malicious use.

SOFTWARE MANAGEMENT
You can’t afford to discover surprise expenses during software rollouts. Reduce those risks with
detailed inventory reporting in FileWave. Easy-to-use filters allow you to plan for hardware or OS
upgrades before you purchase the software. Admins can also monitor and manage the installation
of unauthorized applications. Fully informed planning optimizes your spending and your staff’s time.

PATCH MANAGEMENT
Whether deploying Apple and Microsoft OS or third-party applications, FileWave makes it easy
to identify unpatched systems, and target patches for deployment to those devices. Simplify
complex patch management deployments with minimal impact to network load by utilizing
FileWave’s Booster technology.

Not all features and capabilities are supported on all operating systems.
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